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BOLEX TRIPOD H 

The Bolex Tripod H combines the features and rigidity 
of professional types wi th compact design, ligh t weigh t 
and reasonable price. It is ideal for use with Bolex H 
and other 16 and 8mm movie cameras as well as still 
cameras where a panhead is desired. The Bolex Tripod H 
has the following features: 

1. All ligh tmetal construction, wi th a beautiful and 
durable finish. 

2. Two section leg construction for compactness and 
quick setting up. 

3. Unique, quick three posi tion leg lock, permits lock
ing the leg extension instantly and conveniently at 
any height. 

The three positions are: 

a. leg extension locked 
b. leg extension free moving 
c. friction movement for accurate leveling of 

tripod 

4. Square leg design eliminates binding between metal 
parts. Leg adjustment easy at any temperature; sand 
or other particles cannot disrupt the smooth ad
j usting. 

5. Quick changing from rubber feet to steel spikes. 

6. Double leg construction for maximum rigidity. 

7. Panhead perfectly balanced even for cameras equipped wi th long and heavy lenses. 

8. Separate, large locking knobs for horizontal and vertical movements. 

9. Smooth horizontal and vertical friction action. Friction variable. 

10. Superfast "plug-on" method of attaching camera by means of a removable plate. 

11. American and European tripod screw. 

12. Built-in spirit level permits accurate panning over 3600
• 

13. Engraved horizontal and vertical degree scales help to determine the correct 
speed for panorama shots or to set up camera at a preset position. 

14. 1350 tilting range permits shooting straight down. 

15. Strong lock on tilting movemen ts holds heavy cameras securely in til ted posi tion. 

(over) 



16. Panhandle, can be placed for left or right hand operation. 

17. Angled panhandle for greatest ease in panning and compactness while carrying 
tripod. 

18. Adjustable metal chain between tripod legs makes tripod 100% skidproof. 

19. Maximum height (measured to taking lens of Bolex H camera) 64". 

Closed position 37", weight 8 lbs. 6 oz. 

20. Bolex 21" metal cable release can be inserted in panhandle for one hand opera
tion. Especially ideal for use with Pan Cinor lenses since this leaves other 
hand free for zooming. 

Tripod model TRILO is supplied with a cable release for Bolex H-16 Rex cameras 
equipped with Rexofader; tripod TRICA with a cable release to fit all other 
Bolex H-8 or H-16 models. Either type can be used with other makes of movie or 
still cameras. 

Bolex Tripod TRICA #772 

Bolex Tripod TRILO #773 

$ 99.50 

$ 99.50 
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